
 

Essay on Space and Senses 

 

OKD/Consciousness/Sense/space and senses 

Visual and phenomenal spaces are bounded three-dimensional manifolds, with objects and 

events. 

length units 

Distances between retinal ganglion cells make fundamental visual-length units. See Figure 1. 

angle units 

Fundamental length units establish angle units. 

triangulation and distances 

Using length and angle units, triangulation can find planar distances. See Figure 2. 

intensities and distances 

Perhaps, stimulus intensity versus distance graphs to sigmoid curve. See Figure 3. 

convergence and distance 

For all senses, stimuli are in larger space, and signals converge on smaller neuron arrays. See 

Figure 4. 

translation matrix and distance 

From distance information, topographic-map local neuron assemblies calculate translation 

matrices that place oriented surfaces away from brain at space points. 

timing mechanism 

Brain timing alternates excitation and inhibition. See Figure 5. 

mass center 

For flexible structures with only internal forces, mass center does not move. Outside forces 

move mass center. See Figure 6. 

topographic maps 

Retinal ganglion cells, thalamic neurons, and cortical neurons form arrays with equal spacing 

between neurons. See Figure 7. 

surface orientation 

Surfaces perpendicular to sightline have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller angles have 

lower intensities. See Figure 8. 

Surfaces perpendicular to light-source direction have highest intensity. Surfaces at smaller 

angles have lower intensities. See Figure 9. 

processes: spatial and temporal relations 

Modified ON-center and OFF-center neurons can detect spatial and temporal relations. For 

example, neuron can have horizontal band at center to detect space between two objects, band 

above to detect object above, or band below to detect object below. 

processes: spatial layout 

For positions, features, objects, scenes, and events, observing systems use object and object-

property placeholder configurations to represent spatial layouts. Object and object property 

placeholders include smooth texture, rough texture, enclosed space, and open space. Observing 



 

systems replace object and object property placeholders with values. 

Mathematical functions can represent spatial layouts. Functions with parameters or roots can 

describe surface and region boundaries. Waves with parameters and/or samples can describe 

functions and repeating or cyclic perceptions. Distributions with samples can describe surfaces 

and regions. Space distances and angles can describe shapes and patterns. 

processes: space and time development 

Body movements cause correlated sensations. As babies move body and limbs, they encounter 

air, fluid, and solid surfaces, including own body. For example, walking and running establish 

airflow gradient from front to back. Correlating sensations and movements, brain builds position 

and relation memories and places surfaces in body-centered space. From surfaces, brain builds 

horizontal ground, front and back, up and down, right and left, vertical, straight-ahead, and 

across. From directions and coordinates, brain learns what happens when body moves from place 

to place and so locates body parts and surfaces in space. 

From length information, brain builds before and after memories and makes event sequences. 

From sequences, brain builds overall sequence and absolute beginning and end and past and 

future. From time coordinates, it learns what happens when it moves from time to time and 

locates body parts and surfaces in time. 

properties: three dimensions 

Midbrain tectum and cuneiform nucleus map three-dimensional space using multimodal 

neurons, whose axons envelop reticular thalamic nucleus and other thalamic nuclei. Spatial 

processing involves frontal lobe. 

properties: continuity 

Perceptual space never breaks into discrete parts during movement or blinking. Space has no 

twinkling, vibration, or oscillation. Perceptual space has no discontinuities. Visual processing is 

neuron size, but perceptions are much greater size. Neuron assemblies overlap and represent 

different sizes. Visual processes add and decay over time. Visual processing averages over time 

and space. 



 

Figure 1 

The distance unit to be found is the smallest separation between sensors in the sensory array. 

 

Sensors have a geometric pattern. The unit distance (d) defines the unit cell in the sensory array. 

In the geometric pattern, unit distance separates more than one pair of points in the sensory array. 

All distances between sensors are proportional to the unit distance. 

Sensors can displace by a distance less than or equal to the distance unit. All displacements are a 

proportional fraction of the unit distance. In particular, body motion or outside force can move a 

sensor to where another already sensor is (but no farther). 

 

Minimum sensor distance = unit distance 

Maximum sensory displacement = unit distance 

If the sensory array is a cubic array: An edge has a unit distance. 

A diagonal in a plane has distance sqr(2). 

A diagonal in a cube has distance sqr(3). 

In the unit cell, the unit distance is 1. The actual unit distance is an absolute distance times the 

constant 1.  

Brain must calculate the actual unit distance, and all actual distances, to make a spatial array 

model.  

The relations among the distances indicate the geometry of the sensors, because all movements 

and distances are proportional around the center of mass. The relations among the torques and 

moments, in relation to gravity, internal movements, and other external forces, indicate an 

absolute distance. Changes of position change potential energy, which directly relates to height, 

and, using the center of mass, height relates to the unit distance of the sensory array. 



 

Figure 2 

Triangulation can find distances in the plane.  

For right triangles, the longer side has a smaller angle with the hypotenuse and the smaller side 

has a larger angle with the hypotenuse. 

 

For isosceles triangles, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller 

angles at the base. 

 

Because the two points at the base of an isosceles triangle are equivalent and all angles have 

specific relations in a right triangle, triangulation does not give enough relations to find the 

actual unit distance in a sensory array. 

 

"Tetrahedralation" can find distances in three-dimensions.  

For symmetric right tetrahedrons, the base is an isosceles right triangle and other sides are right 

triangles. 

 

For isosceles tetrahedrons, points closer to the base have a bigger angle at the apex and smaller 

angles at the base. 

 



 

Because an isosceles tetrahedron can have different isosceles triangles on different faces, and the 

isosceles tetrahedral faces have specific relations, tetrahedralation does give enough relations to 

find the actual unit distance in a sensory array. 

Note: Therefore, brain can make only three-dimensional or higher-dimensional spaces, because 

fewer dimensions do not give enough information to find absolute distance. 



 

Figure 3 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a sigmoid curve.  

 

S = 1/(1 + e^-x) 

(-10,0) (-1,-0.3) (0,0.5) (1,0.7) (10,1) 

The function of stimulus to distance might be a logarithmic curve.  

 

S = ln(x) 

(1,0) (e,1) (e^2,2) (e^3,3) (e^4,4) 

Sensor displacement (x) causes a stimulus to be sent to the sensory and then brain array. 

The maximum sensor displacement is x, and this causes the maximum stimulus. 

The maximum stimulus relates to the unit distance between sensors. 



 

Figure 4 

For all senses, stimuli occur in (larger) space and converge on a compact array of neurons. 

 

An eye lens converges light rays onto the retina. The retina sends an array of signals to a neural 

array of similar compactness. 

An ear system converges sound waves onto the hair cells in the cochlea. The hair cells send an 

array of signals to a neural array of similar compactness. 

Touch sensors on the body and kinesthetic sensors in the body converge stimuli on topological 

brain regions. 

Smell and taste receptors converge stimuli on organized brain regions of similar compactness. 

Nerve signals cross all chemical synapses in the same (slower) time. 

Nerve signals cross all electrical synapses in the same (faster) time. 

The number of synapses between two places directly relates to time. 

Nerve signals in unmyelinated axons have the same (slower) velocity. 

Nerve signals in myelinated axons have the same (faster) velocity. 



 

The time between neural events depends on the number and type of synapses and lengths and 

types of axons. 

The unit of distance measurement for brain is the distance between neighboring cells. Distances 

directly relate to times. 

The unit of time measurement for brain is the time for a signal to travel in a myelinated fiber 

between two neighboring cells and cross a chemical synapse (or in an unmyelinated fiber then 

crossing an electrical synapse). 

Note: Nervous system uses cellular clock mechanisms to send timing and synchronizing signals. 



 

Figure 5 

Timing also involves alternating excitation and inhibition. 

 

First, a previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, 

excites a neuron. Previous-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the 

receptive field, inhibit the neuron. The stimuli pass straight through.  

Second, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive 

field, no longer excites a neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons 

for nearby positions in space inhibit the neuron. Feedback inhibition also occurs. Boundaries 

between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. Also second, the neuron excites a 

next-level neuron. Same-level neurons for nearby positions in space, in the surround of the 

receptive field, inhibit the next-level neuron. The stimuli pass straight through. 

Third, the previous-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive 

field, no longer excites a neuron. Same-level interneurons that receive from same-level neurons 

for nearby positions in space no longer inhibit the neuron. Same-level interneurons from same-

level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the same-level interneurons that receive from 

same-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback inhibition also 

occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization. Also third, the same-level 

neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, no longer excites the 

next-level neuron. Next-level interneurons that receive from next-level neurons for nearby 

positions in space inhibit the next-level neuron. Feedback inhibition also occurs. Boundaries 

between adjacent points sharpen for better discrimination. 

Fourth, the same-level neuron for the same position in space, in the center of the receptive field, 

no longer excites the next-level neuron. Next-level interneurons that receive from next-level 

neurons for nearby positions in space no longer inhibit the neuron. Next-level interneurons from 

next-level neurons for far positions in space inhibit the next-level interneurons that receive from 

next-level neurons for nearby positions in space. Feedback inhibition of feedback inhibition also 

occurs. Links between adjacent regions make better generalization. 

Note: Neurons maintain stimulus intensity over all distances. 



 

Figure 6 

If only internal forces operate on a flexible structure, the center of mass does not change. If an 

outside force operates, the center of mass moves. 

In equilibrium, torques balance. Torques are proportional to distance and to force. The shape of 

an object around the center of mass determines the torques caused by gravity. When shape 

changes, torques change. Outside tangential forces might change the angles between parts of an 

object by moving the masses.  

The shape of an object around the center of mass determines the moments of inertia. When the 

shape changes, the moments change. Radial forces change the moments by moving masses. 

Moments are proportional to distance squared and to mass.  

Body movements do not move the center of gravity. Body movements can change the torques 

and moments. The center of gravity and any torques and moments provide equations of motion 

and energy that can help determine the unit distance in a sensory array. Changing or maintaining 

the center of gravity, torques, and moments only changes the system linearly, so one can find 

only relative distance. 

This example sensory array originally has equal spacing (11) between sensors.  

Torques and Moments around Center of Mass 

 

Body movements involve a body part. Nearby body parts, or all body parts, react to any change 

and coordinate with any change. The coordination among body parts in a body movement 

provides equations of motion and energy that can help determine the unit distance in a sensory 

array.  

A body has a lever with a mass. A longer lever has more torque. Changing body positions 

changes both the radius and the mass. The extra variable prevents knowing the absolute distance. 



 

The kinesthetic system and touch system learn the equations about center of mass, torques, and 

moments, as well as coordination of body parts, for both internal and external forces. 



 

Figure 7 

The sensory array has a regular arrangement, and so do the neural arrays in brain. The neural 

arrays have the same small and equal spacing between neurons. 

 

Perhaps the spatial array model starts with the same small and equal spacing among cells as in 

the neural array. Calculations using many stimuli in many different configurations of sensory 

arrays find the actual unit distance in the original sensory array and use that distance in the 

spatial array model. 



 

Figure 8 

A surface has higher intensities at larger angles. 

 

A surface reflects light equally in all directions. The total light seen when looking at a 

perpendicular surface is the same as when looking at an angled surface. 

However, the surface area seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular surface than when 

looking at the same surface at an angle. The angle seen is larger when looking at a perpendicular 

surface than when looking at the same surface at an angle. 

The intensity is more for an angled surface. 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles. 



 

Figure 9 

A source illuminates a surface with higher intensities at smaller angles. 

 

A source radiates light equally in all directions. The total light landing on a surface depends on 

the angle made by the edges. 

The angle (AOB) is larger for a perpendicular surface than for the same surface at an angle 

(COD). 

However, the surface areas are the same. 

The intensity is more for a perpendicular surface. 

You can verify this by looking at a surface at different angles to a source. 

---------------------- 
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